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How to Stop Drinking Alcohol & Start Living Sober: A Short 12-Step Alcohol Addiction Treat EBOOK
This audiobook will help you get motivated to stop drinking by pointing out the benefits of quitting and by
going over the 12-step program. The program needs to be applied in an Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) group, but
this simple guide will give you some insights, and go over it - so you'll be a step ahead before you show up there.
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Alcohol addiction treatment options. Some people are able to stop drinking on their own or with the help of a 12step program or other support group, while others need medical supervision in order to withdraw from alcohol
safely and comfortably. Which option is best for you depends on how much you’ve been drinking, how long
you’ve had a problem, the stability of your living situation, and other health issues you may have.
Cannot Help Anyone Waste of your time and few bucks on this book. Anyone with a serious alcohol disease is
being mislead if told this book will cause them to Stop Drinking and Start Living Sober.
How to Stop Drinking Alcohol & Start Living Sober: A Short 12-Step Alcohol Addiction Treatment and
Recovery Guide Audible Audiobook – Unabridged V. Noot (Author, Publisher), Pete Beretta (Narrator)
Develop a Plan to Stop Drug or Alcohol Abuse. Beating an addiction requires a huge commitment, and
discovering how to get sober is the first step.
If you choose to start the path to recovery alone, bear in mind that alcohol withdrawal can potentially be deadly.
If you start experiencing severe withdrawal symptoms (panic attacks, severe anxiety, the shakes, rapid heart
beat) you should seek immediate medical assistance .
You may consider how to stop drinking alcohol. Since alcohol is relatively easy to get, legal to consume for
those 21 and older, and is somewhat socially acceptable, it is one of the most widely-used intoxicating
substances.
Your Guide to Alcoholism Drug Addictions Help and Information. SoberRecovery.com is a community of over
168,000 recovering alcoholics, recovering addicts, recovering co-dependents and their friends, family and loved
ones.
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